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Catalog Card Production at Ohio State University Libraries  
 
By Beverly I. McDonald 
 
 
Background Information 
 
The Card Production Unit was for many years a part of the Catalog Department,                                          
(now the Catalog Division) at the Ohio State University Libraries. In 1971 there was a major 
reorganization in technical- services and a new division named Catalog Maintenance and Card 
Production Division came into being. CMCP, to use its acronym consisted of units for (1) card 
production, (2) card correction, (3) catalog maintenance, (4) authority files, and (5) shelflist and 
recataloging. All of these units were a part of the Catalog Department before the reorganization. 
By March of 1972 the transfers and withdrawals unit and the automated file control. 
section had been added to the division. In August 1972 the name of the division was changed to the 
Bibliographic Records Division to better reflect the work that this division does. BRD, to use its 
acronym, consists of two sections: Automated Pile Contr6l (or AFC) and Catalog Maintenance 
and Card Production tor OJCP). The division is directly-responsible to the Assistant Director for 
Technical Services.  
The following organizational chart shows the lines of authority in BRD. The Card 
Production Unit consists of two full-time clerks, one half-time clerk and 58 student hours per week 
and reports to the Supervisor of BRD. 
 
 
 
 
Cards are processed for the Main Library Public Card Catalog and for 33 department 
libraries and special locations. As of July 1974 there were approximately 4,750,000 cards and 
precat slips filed in the Public Card Catalog. In 1973, 178,000 new, cards were added to the Public 
Card Catalog. (No statistics are kept on the number of cards processed for department libraries and 
special locations) 
 
Manual Card Production 
 
At the present time, cards are reproduced in two ways. The manual card production is done 
on a Xerox 2400 in Photoduplication (which handles all photoduplicating for the Main Library 
except for coin-operated machines). Cards are reproduced in 6-up groups and are sent to Bindery 
Operations for cutting. (Note: From an organizational point of view, Bindery Operations and 
Bibliographic Records Division are responsible to the Assistant Director for Technical Services. 
Photoduplication is responsible to/the Assistant Director for Administrative. Services) 
Manual card production is used for cards using non-Roman alphabets, serials, analytics 
and some sets. Examples of these four types of materials are given below. 
 
 
Non-Roman alphabet main entry (Main, entry not yet processed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-Roman alphabet copy slip 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Serial main entry (Main entry processed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analytic main-entry (Main entry processed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set main entry (Main entry not-yet processed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set copy slip 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The general procedures used in manual card production can best be described by the following 
Outline and flowchart. 
 
Description of Flowchart Procedures 
 
1. (Types of) cards or copy received 
Single LC cards                                                     
LC card sets with 8 cards    
Cards prepared by catalogers 
Cards produced by other institutions 
Copy from which Card Production types a master card 
2. Prepare for photocopy 
a. Type call number 
b. Type "OU number" or Ohio State University identification code (OU plus date and 
cataloger's initials, e.g. OU-74-6 bim) on master card (or card set, if special-order). Or, in 
many cases (particularly analytics), type a whole new card from whatever copy is provided  
c. Make corrections listed on copy slip by cataloger 
d. Correct entries on front or verso of master card to correspond with entries actually used                                                                                  
e. Revise call numbers and corrections   
f. Sort by number or cards being ordered and send to Photoduplication  
3. Have cards photocopied  
Photocopy cards in Photoduplication on a Xerox 2400 
4. Match copy and photocopied cards  
Rematch copy slips, master cards, and photocopied card sets 
5. Make main entry, update, and shelf cards      
a. Add holdings to Main Library shelf card 
b. Type department shelf card(s) when needed 
c. Type LCS update card (card to update Library Circulation System or LCS)  
d. Note statistics 
6. File Main Library shelf cards 
7. Send update card to Automated File Control (AFC) to add to LCS 
8. Complete and revise card typing 
a. Students type headings and any necessary department sets from main entry (master 
card) 
9. Distribute cards to various areas or department libraries for filing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manual Card Production 
 
 
 
 
 
OCLC-Card Production 
 
The second type of card reproduction is done through the Ohio College Library Center (or 
OCLC). The OCLC card production procedure has been described in several places, including 
Design of Formats and Packs of Catalog Cards prepared by the Ohio College Library Center. Each 
library in the system has profiles set up for each of its (department) libraries and cards are 
produced according to the requirements of the profile. The cards are physically reproduced by 
OCLC; Ohio State pays for the cards and changes them as needed. The percentage of cards 
produced by OCLC for Ohio State is now approximately 75%-80%.  
Cards for most monographs in Western languages (including many sets) can be 
processed through, OCLC; the major exception is analytics (because of problems with 
the OCLC—LCS interface). Cards for works in non-Roman languages are produced manually 
because the OCLC keyboard does not contain, the necessary letters. At the present time, serial 
cards are produced manually. In the future OCLC should be able to provide cards for serials in 
Western languages. 
The following cards are examples of some of the types of OCLC cards used at Ohio 
State University.           
                                                                 
Number of OCLC cards received 
 
 
 
Main entry for Public Card Catalog 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shelf card for Math Library Shelflist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Math entry for department library (Commerce) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Added entry for department library (Commerce) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shelf card for department library (Commerce) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lead card for pack of main and added entries for department library (Commerce) 
 
 
 
Note: Ohio State added the "Commerce” stamp 
 
 
 
 
Browsing Room main entry for Public Card. Catalog with Browsing Room plastic jacket on it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Browsing
 
Room added entry for Public Card Catalog with Browsing Room plastic jacket on it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The general procedures used in OCLC card production can best be described by the following 
outline and flowchart. 
 
Description of Flowchart Procedures 
 
1. (Types of) cards or copy received 
Work forms from QUE and Catalog Division 
Main Library main entry and shelf card from Duplicates Unit (when cards have been 
ordered for an added copy for a new location)      
Printed cards from OCLC  
(Note: Copy is input by the staff in QUE [i.e. Processing Division – QUE another division 
responsible to the Assistant Director for Technical Services] work forms and cards 
are sent to Card Production after input and held until cards are received from 
OCLC) 
2. Match cards with work forms or with Main Library cards from Duplicates Unit of QUE 
Check to see that the following fields are correct:     
a. Call number  
b. Main entry                          
c. title  
d. Holdings and locations    
e. Date of publication 
(Note: Department cards input
 
by Duplicates Unit are unrevised except for the call 
number)              
3. Type holdings on all shelf cards 
a. Add holdings to Main Library shelf card  
b. Add holdings to department shelf card(s) when needed, 
c. Do not need to make LCS update card (card to update Library Circulation System or 
LCS). LCS is automatically updated through the OCLC-LCS interface 
d. Note statistics 
4. Send Main Library main entries input from QUE to Authority Files Clerk 
(Note: Card sets produced by the Duplicates Unit of Que and work forms from the Catalog 
Division have already had all of their entries checked. Records produced by the editors in 
QUE do not have their entries checked before input) 
a. Check names in Name Authority File 
b. Check subjects in Subject Authority File 
c. Make necessary corrections to entries (Card Production staff does this) 
5. File Main Library shelf cards 
6. Distribute cards to various areas or department libraries for filing 
 
OCLC Card Production 
 
 
Some Costs 
 
To determine the cost to the Card Production Unit a study was made of the time needed to 
process a set of 1650 cards. The following figures summarize the findings of this study. 
 
 
 
                                         
More student hours are needed for manual card production because the headings have to be 
typed on the cards and the students do this typing. More clerical hours are required for OCLC card 
production because many entries are checked after the cards are produced (QUE main entries) and 
more time has to be spent in correcting the cards. (Note: The above figures do not include the time 
and cost of filing the shelf cards. The Shelflist Filer and her students are responsible for filing the 
shelf cards)  
The cost of card stock for manual card production is 6¢ per sheet of 6 cards or 1¢ per card. 
For January through June 1974 Ohio State University purchased 262,174 OCLC cards at a cost of 
$9181.07. This means that one OCLC card cost approximately 3.5¢ during this period. 
This is basically the cost to the Card Production Unit for each type of card-production (plus 
the cost of one card).' To determine the total cost of manual card production, for example, the cost 
of having the cards photocopied in Photoduplication, the cost of having the cards cut in Bindery 
Operations, the cost of searching for copy, the cost of typing a card or copy slip, and various other 
factors must be considered. To determine the total cost of OCLC card production the cost of 
OCLC membership (which for Ohio State was $22,199 in 1971-1972 and $40,429 in 1972-1973), 
the cost of searching for copy on OCLC, the cost of typing an OCLC work form, the cost of 
inputting an OCLC work form, and various other factors must be considered.   
 
Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
Some of the advantages of using manual card production are (1) any type of letter, symbol 
or diacritical mark can be reproduced, (2) entries are checked before the cards come to Card 
Production (except for reinstatements), and (3) there are no OCLC-LCS interface problems.                                                                                   
These three advantages are disadvantages in OCLC card production, i. e. (1) not all letters 
and symbols can be reproduced on the OCLC keyboard, (2) many entries (i. e. QUE main entries) 
are not checked before the cards come to Card Production, and (3) there are OCLC-LCS interface 
problems.                                                                                 
In all fairness, it should be noted that the fact that the entries on QUE main entries are 
checked after the cards come to Card Production is both an advantage and a disadvantage. By not 
checking the entries, QUE can catalog more books and process them in a shorter amount of time. 
From a Card Production point of view, however, the fact that the entries are checked after input 
means that more time has to be spent in correcting cards or reproducing cards (the type and the 
complexity of the error determines which is done). Also, the time needed to check these entries 
lengthens the card production process.                                                                                                                                 
Two of the advantages of using OCLC card production are (1) the headings have already 
been typed, and (2) the added entries are generally in alphabetical order when the cards are 
distributed to filing. These two advantages are disadvantages in manual card production, i. e. (1) 
the headings still have to be typed on the cards, and (2) the added entries are not in alphabetical 
order when the cards are distributed to filing.    
It should be noted that any form of card production is only as good as its input, whether the 
input be an LC card, a. typed card, or an OCLC work form or card. On OCLC, however, it is easier 
to compound the mistake, e. g.: 
 
 
 
 
This is not to downgrade OCLC. The OCLC system is a marvelous way to have many cards 
produced in a short amount of time. One must, however, understand the limits and capabilities of the system 
and work within them
 
(i. e. know what can be input and how it can be input and then input it correctly). 
In conclusion, Ohio State University Libraries needs two types of card production. OCLC card 
production provides the bulk of the cards for Western language monographs. Hopefully in the future cards 
for Western language serials can also be processed through OCLC. Manual card production provides cards 
for non-Roman languages, analytics, and other types of materials that cannot be put on OCLC for any 
reason. 
Whether libraries will want to use OCLC card production (with card procedure practices determined 
by local needs), an Ohio State—type manual card production, a combination of these two processes, or 
some other system is, of course, up to the individual library. For libraries that have mostly monographs in 
Western languages, OCLC is probably the answer. For libraries specializing in non-Roman languages, 
some form of manual card production would probably be best. In any case, the advantages and 
disadvantages of possible card production systems should be investigated thoroughly before a decision is 
made. 
 
